HOW TO FOLD AN ORIGAMI CRANE

1. Fold top corner to bottom of corner
2. Fold in half again along the dotted line
3. While holding the other layers down, pick up the top layer from the edge and pull to the right
4. Push the bottom corner down flat to make a diamond
5. Fold the top right corner from right all the way to the left as shown by the arrow
6. And push the corner down flat to make a diamond
7. Fold the left, right and top layer corner to the center line then fold the top corner down...
8. ...unfold step 7
9. Hold down the top corner then lift up the top layer from the bottom corner
10. Pull that corner all the way up while pushing in the sides and flatten
11. Fold the left and right corners in to the center line then unfold
12. Repeat step 9: Hold down the top corner then lift up the top layer from the bottom corner
13. Fold the left and right top layer corners in to the center line
14. Turn the crane over
15. Fold the left and right corners in to the center line
16. Hold the crane on the right then lift the top layer and pull the right point all the way up... ...then flatten
17. Hold the crane on the left then lift the right top layer and pull the right point all the way up, then flatten
18. Hold the bottom left corner of the crane down then push the left point down and flatten to make the head
19. Put the top points of the wings down and out
20. Congratulations! You’ve finished your crane